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The first wearable solution for forward thinking hoteliers: Mellex AG
launches SAMFEX wearable, tailored for the new TREKSTOR Smartagent
SAMFEX and TREKSTOR introduce a revolutionary back-of-house management tool –
highly efficient, flexible and easy to use
Zurich, June 28, 2017 – Right in time for the world’s largest hospitality and technology show
HITEC 2017 in Toronto, German-based hospitality software developer Mellex launches the
next step in innovative back-of-house management solutions: SAMFEX wearable. The
software is an evolution of the company’s flagship product SAMFEX, now capable to
function in perfect harmony with the Microsoft Windows 10 based TREKSTOR IoT wearable.
Beyond a simple Smart Watch, the new device runs with Windows 10 IoT Core; it can be
used for most hotel applications SAMFEX has on offer and will help make processes and
workflows even more efficient. With its rugged housing, it withstands harsh conditions and
is durable. Light and small, the wearable will quickly become part of the daily gear – be it in
maintenance, housekeeping or guest service. The device will be available from Q3 2017,
directly via TREKSTOR’s online shop.
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Always on top of the latest tech innovations, Mellex CEO and founder Alexander Melle has
now partnered with the German company TREKSTOR to push SAMFEX‘s usability to the next
level. With their new IoT wearable, the software’s many functions and advantages for a hotel
crew’s daily business will give efficiency a new dimension. SAMFEX is an application built with

vast field experience in service and maintenance management for hotels and related facilities.
Whether a property is small or large, whether part of a global corporation or a standalone
building, the app is tailored for each client’s business needs, enables fast and clear
communication within and between departments, is fun to work with and saves time and
money. The tools, available through easy mobile access, comprehensive desktop functionality
and now even through the new wearable: Engineering management, work order
management, preventive maintenance management, energy tracking management, global
asset & inventory management, duty report management, mini bar management,
housekeeping management, luggage tracking, service request and service recovery
management. Just like the desktop and mobile version, SAMFEX wearable is intuitive to use,
quickly set up and requires little training. Besides, the handy SAMFEX wearable devices are
equipped with a bright TFT LCD screen, so information can be read at a glance, and with highly
sensitive capacitive touch, so they can even be operated when wearing gloves. The powerful
dual-band Wi-Fi, the Bluetooth® 4.0 Classic and NFC open up many possibilities of direct
wireless data exchange and the lithium-polymer battery with an impressive capacity of 430
mAh lets the IoT device survive a long working day with no need for recharging.

For further details on SAMFEX and SAMFEX wearable, please visit samfex.com or
http://www.trekstor.de/smartagent.html.

About Mellex AG:
SAMFEX is a product of Mellex AG and is a unique and customizable back of the house, service &
maintenance software solution for hotels and related facilities. Successfully assisting engineering,
housekeeping and guest services manage their daily work. SAMFEX assists hotel teams in over 25
countries around the globe.
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